HARDWARE FOR
INDUSTRY &
MANUFACTURING
For resellers only

THE GOAL:
Increase efficiency,
avoid errors

THE METHOD:
Optimally coordinated
processes

The steam engine was yesterday
Industrial production is no longer imaginable without computer-aided processes. The
same applies then and today: productivity,
efficiency and consistent quality are decisive
for business success. The interface between
man and machine is gaining in importance
– the right hardware is required.

Increasing automation in industry is
changing processes and ways of
working. More and more, it has become a matter of monitoring processes, controlling communication
and making independent decisions
– flexibly and based on real-time
data. At the same time, objects and
industrial goods are becoming more
and more »intelligent«, with unique
barcodes and RFID labels contributing to seamless tracking and tracing.

As a reseller, Jarltech offers you the
corresponding hardware for all applications between material acquisition
and final inspection: barcode scanners,
handheld, tablet and vehicle computers, label printers for stationary and
mobile use, plus a broad range of
accessories and consumables. At
Jarltech, you additionally benefit from
the top manufacturers in the industry,
a high level of consulting expertise and
customer service which is truly worthy
of the name.

This is where you come in: Your customers need equipment that gives
them peace of mind. The security of
having everything under control, even
under changing conditions, and being able to look back on a productive
shift after eight hours. Support your
customers with reliable hardware for
data acquisition and processing that
also withstands all types of mechanical stress without any problems –
for maximum capacity utilisation.
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Datalogic is one of the leading international vendors of barcode scanners,
mobile computers and automation
systems. For the industrial sector,
Datalogic offers a broad product portfolio of reliable, robust hardware that
convinces with modern technologies
and is designed for use in harsh working environments.
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MEMOR 20

MEMOR 10

2128P RFID SLED

SKORPIO X5

+	5.7" Android mobile
computer with inductive
charging technology

+	Mobile computer with a
5" full touch display and
contactless charging
function

+	UHF RFID reader for the
Memor 10

+	Android mobile
computer with a 4.3"
WVGA display

IP
67

5.7"

+	Fingerprint sensor and
a second display with a
pager function

+	WLAN, LTE, Bluetooth,
NFC

IP
65

5"

+	Captures all RFID barcodes up to 9 m away

IP
52

FALCON X4
IP
65

4.3"

+	Various customisation
options (e.g. 3 keyboard
layouts)

+	Integrated deduplication
software

+	Mobile computer for
1D/2D barcode capture
+	Handheld version or
pistol grip

IP
65

3.5"

+	Windows Embedded
Compact 7 or Android

+	Qualcomm platform
with SD660 2.2 GHz
octa-core processor

+	IP65-certified/impactresistant from 1.5 m

+	Hot-swappable,
exchangeable
3,500 mAh battery,
optional enhanced
6,200 mAh battery

DATALOGIC SHIELD

HANDSCANNER

POWERSCAN 9500

POWERSCAN 9100

POWERSCAN 9300

Datalogic Shield software protects your
customers’ Android mobile computers
with regular security updates. It also provides full life cycle support and two years
of additional support after EOL, including
regular firmware updates, quarterly security updates and full Android version
and OS updates, as well as so-called
bug fixes.

+	Compact cordless 2D
hands-free scanner

+	Robust industrial scanners for 2D barcodes

+	Ergonomic scanners
for 1D barcodes

+	Available as standard
range or mid-range
version

+	Auto-range models for
barcode capture from
larger distances

+	Industrial 1D Linear
imager for warehouse
and logistics

+	Dimensions:
50 × 45 × 16 mm;
weight: 40 g

+	IP65 protection,
impact-resistant
from 2 m

IP
65

+	Impact-resistant up to
2 m; dust and splash
protection according to
IP65

IP
65

+	High reading range

IP
65

+	Models available with
display and buttons

+	Practical targeting
device and 3GL feedback with patented
»Green Spot«
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With Honeywell, we offer you one of the
top brands for scanning, barcode capture
and data processing. In its large portfolio Honeywell has numerous robustly
constructed barcode scanners, mobile
computers, vehicle terminals and printers
that inspire with the latest technology
and are designed for demanding applications in industry.

CT40 XP

GRANIT 1280i

GRANIT 1910i/1911i

GRANIT 1920i DPM

GRANIT 1980i/1981i

+	Enterprise mobile
computer with a
5" touchscreen

+	Extremely robust industrial
scanner for long distances

+	1D/2D high-performance imager
(industrial-grade)

+	Area imager for DPM and
printed barcodes

+	Long-range
industrial scanner

IP
67

5"

+	FlexRange scanning
technology
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Mobility Edge is a unified hardware
and software platform for many mobile
computers from Honeywell. It offers
the longest life cycle in the industry
and is the only solution with guaranteed
security patches until Android R (2028)!
In short, Mobility Edge is extremely
flexible and enables faster and better
business operations – reducing costs
and risks for your customers.
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IP
65

+	Efficient: triple feedback
for noisy environments

+	Also for manufacturing
and cold storage
(-30 °C to +50 °C)

+	Mobility Edge platform
(upgradeable to
Android 11)

HONEYWELL
MOBILITY EDGE

+	Reliably reads 1D barcodes
from 9 cm to 16.5 m

IP
65

+	Scans reliably regardless
of surface characteristics
+	Reads barcodes on round
or reflective surfaces

+	Reliable Bluetooth radio
transmission with up to
100 m range

CT60 XP

SF61B

8690i

CN80

+	4.7" Android mobile
computer for in- and
outdoors

+	Robust 1D/2D barcode
imager with a particularly
handy shape

+	Smart 2D barcode
scanner available as
a ring or back-of-thehand model

+	Mobile computer with
a touchscreen and
keypad

IP
68

4.7"

+	Very robust: IP68-certified and impact-resistant from up to 1.8 m

+	Wireless, thanks to Bluetooth
module, with up to 100 m
range

+	Integrated FlexRange
dual lens imager

+	Compatible with iOS, Android
and Windows devices

IP
65

IP
65

IP
54

+	Extended variant with
a screen available

+	Mobility Edge device:
simple integration and
maintenance

+	Development of own
apps optionally possible

+	Android 7.1 plus upgrades until Android R

+	For 1D/2D barcodes,
max. reading distance:
16 m

GRANIT 199X SR/XR
IP
65

+	Also for deep-freeze
storage:
1980i to -30 °C,
1981i to -20 °C

IP
67
4.2"

EDA51
+	Full-touch, cost-
effective Android
mobile terminal
+	Integrated scanner for
1D and 2D barcodes
+	Robust: IP64-certified,
impact-resistant from
1.2 m

+	Scanner for capturing
1D/2D barcodes
+	Robust construction:
IP67 certification,
impact-resistant from 3 m

IP
67

+	»Operational Intelligence«
software for enhanced
productivity

IP

EDA71

IP

5"

+	High-performance
Android tablet 
computer

7"

+	Robust: Corning Gorilla 
Glass, IP64, impact
resistance from 1.2 m
+	7" touch display with 
real-time connectivity
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Fingerprint
IPL

DP, IPL

IH25

PX4ie

+	Powerful UHF RFID reader
module

+ High-performance
label printer with metal
housing

+	Combinable with Honeywell
mobile computers

Thermal

+ Direct thermal and thermal transfer printing

+	Removable 4,000 mAh
lithium-ion battery

300

PX940

213 mm

+ Industrial label printer
with a 3.5" touch colour
display

Transfer mm/s

120
mm

+ Network connection via
Ethernet/Wi-Fi, directly
controls peripherals

ZSim2

DP

DPL

ZSim 2

XML (ltd.)

DSim

Thermal

Transfer

+ Error-free printing,
thanks to label verification technology
(optional)

350
mm/s

213 mm
114
mm

PM42
+ Industrial label printer
for a daily print volume
of up to 15,000 labels

Thermal

300

Transfer mm/s

+ Rapid printing up to
300 mm/sec.
(8 dots/mm, 203 dpi)

213 mm
114
mm

+ Quick and simple
configuration, even
via web interface

+ High print speed:
350 mm/sec.

DPL
Labelpoint
PL-Z

THOR SERIES
+	Versatile terminals for
vehicles and fixed
installation
+	Extremely robust housing
with 6.5", 8", 9.7" and
12.1" touchscreens
+	Optionally also suitable
for deep-freeze environments (down to -30 °C)
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12"

IP
66

PX6ie
+ Ultra-robust label printer
for industrial direct thermal and thermal transfer
printing
+ Ethernet port and Wi-Fi,
stand-alone operation

Thermal

Transfer

225
mm/s

213 mm
170
mm

MP-SERIES
+ Label printer for forklift or as
a desktop variant
+ Robust metal housing with
a small footprint
+ Easy integration thanks to
Ethernet and WLAN option

125
mm/s

215 mm
115
mm

CONSUMABLES
+ Long-wearing media for all
Honeywell printers
+ Thermal labels, receipt rolls,
print heads and more
+ Lifetime print head warranty
with Honeywell media

+ Max. media width:
170 mm
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Zebra Technologies is the international
market leader in the field of mobile data
acquisition. A large selection of powerful hardware is characteristic for the
brand. For industry and manufacturing
you will find robust mobile computers,
vehicle terminals, RFID readers, Wi-Fi
equipment, barcode scanners and now
also rugged tablets with consistently
high quality.

MC2200/MC2700

MC3300x

TC52x/TC57x

TC72/TC77

L10

ET51/ET56

+	Android mobile
computers with an
optional pistol grip

+	Android mobile
computer with touchscreen or physical
keyboard input

+	5" capacitive HD touch
display with Gorilla
Glass

+	4.7" capacitive HD
touch display with
Gorilla Glass

+	10.1" 2K resolution
display (Corning
Gorilla Glass 3; up
to 1,000 nits of
brightness)

+	Robust enterprise
tablets for office and
field use
+	Available with a 10.1" 
or 8.4" screen
+	Intel quad-core processor with 1.6 GHz, 4 GB
RAM, 64 GB eMMC

IP
65

4"

+	Numeric keyboard,
operable with gloves
+	Disinfectant-ready
housing, IP65-certified

IP
64

+	4" WVGA colour display
with Corning Gorilla
Glass
+	Keypad: numeric,
functional numeric or
alphanumeric
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ZEBRA DNA

INTELLIGENT CABINETS

Zebra DNA brings out the best in Zebra
mobile computers, scanners and printers.
It optimises hardware and makes evolutionary changes to the innermost core
of the products. Zebra DNA continues to
evolve Zebra mobile computers, barcode
scanners and printers for even greater
efficiency and productivity wherever they
are used.

+	Intelligent charging cabinets for
warehouse, retail, transportation
and logistics
+	Battery charging of the devices
during storage
+	Various closed or open models
available

4"

+	14 hours of battery
power/Bluetooth 5.0/
2 cameras

IP
65
IP
68

5"

+	SimulScan: capture 1D,
2D and Digimarc codes
with one click and
documents

+	TC57x: LTE/GPS/5 GHz
MU-MIMO

WT6300

+	4.3" WVGA display with
Corning Gorilla Glass

+	Portable Android mobile
terminal for the wrist

+	Powerful, quick-charging
7,000 mAh battery

IP
65
IP
67

4.3"

+	3,350 mAh or enhanced
5,000 mAh PowerPrecision+ battery
+	Disinfectable housing
with IP65 certification

4.7"

IP
65

+	Windows or Android
operating system

+	15 hours of battery
power/Bluetooth 5.0/
2 cameras

MC9300
+	Android operating system (supported through
versions P and Q)

IP
67

+	Large selection of
accessories for almost
every application

3.2"

IP
65

VC8300
+	8" WXGA touch display
with 1,000 nits
+	Transforms TE apps into
interactive Android apps
+	Powerful octa-core
processor with 2.2 GHz

8"

IP
66

10.1"

FX SERIES
IP
65

10.1"

+	Stationary high-performance
RFID reader for UHF labels
and tags
+	Integrated micro-processor
with new Linux-based network
architecture
+	Easy power supply via
power-over Ethernet

DS3600 SERIES

HD4000

+	Ultra-robust 1D/2D
barcode scanners

+ Glasses with an OLED display
and real-time field of view

+	Variants with and without cords (Bluetooth)
+	Special versions: SR,
ER, HD, HP, DPM

IP
67

+ Very lightweight; does not
require additional consumables,
such as batteries

IP
67

+ Supports mobile devices from
Android 5 or Windows 10
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Now also
with a colour
display

ZEBRA ONECARE
SAFE ALL AROUND!

LINK-OS

With Zebra OneCare, your customers
are protected in any situation.

CPCL

An open platform that lets you connect
smart Zebra devices and powerful apps
to easily integrate, manage and maintain
anywhere.

ZPL

ZT400 SERIES
+	Sophisticated direct
thermal/thermal transfer
label printers

Thermal
Transfer

356
mm/s

178
mm

203 mm

+	Symbol-based, multiple
line LCD display and
function keys
+	Print speed:
up to 356 mm/sec.

ZQ600 SERIES
+	Mobile receipt and
label printers for retail

Direct

Thermal

+	Various models with
48 mm, 72 mm and
104 mm maximum
print width

115

CONSUMABLES

mm/s

+	Labels in various sizes, colours 
and formats

66 mm

+	Weather- and heat-resistant media

mm

+	Thermal transfer ribbons with 
top printing qualities

+	Colour display for
efficient operation and
analysis

OneCare ESSENTIAL –
core assurance
Comprehensive repair coverage, live
support, access to restricted software
and device diagnostics for mobile
c omputers.
OneCare SELECT –
maximum protection
24/7 live support, plus device start-up,
spare parts management and spare
device delivery in advance.
OneCare SPECIAL VALUE –
right-priced protection
Protects mobile devices in the value
segment.

Now also
available with
a colour touch
display and
RFID

OneCare TECHNICAL AND
SOFTWARE SUPPORT

ZBI 2.0

ZT510
+	Industrial label printer
for top performance
+	Simple management
from the network,
thanks to Link-OS
Cloud Connect
+	Numerous connectivity options for flexible
configuration
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Thermal
Transfer

ZPL

ZPL

ZPL II

ZPL II

305
mm/s

203 mm
114
mm

ZT600 SERIES
+	Powerful, long-wearing
industrial label printers
+	Robust metal housing
for harsh working environments
+	Simple navigation,
thanks to the integrated
display

Thermal
Transfer

356
mm/s

203 mm
178
mm

ZKDU

Access to exclusive software upgrades
and security updates – even for third-
party applications.

+	Compact keyboard for stand-alone
printer operation

OneCare ON-SITE SUPPORT*

ZPL

ZE500
+	OEM print module for
thermal transfer and
direct thermal printing
+	Variable media width
from 16 mm to 180 mm
+	Robust industrystrength metal housing

Thermal
Transfer

305
mm/s

102 mm
180
mm

+	Compatible with nearly all EPL
and ZPL printers
+	Saved labels may be called up
directly on the device

As needed, the Zebra service centre will
send over a trained and certified Zebra
technician for repairs and maintenance
of particularly important or large devi
ces within 1 to 2 business days.
* Not available for all regions.
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For more than 30 years, Getac has been
producing and distributing highly robust
PCs and tablets for demanding use.
The hardware features the latest technologies and meets the highest quality
standards and safety norms.
The often harsh environment of manufacturing can be challenging for traditional technologies. Getac notebooks
& tablets ensure that your customers’
production line reliably operates, connects, records data and communicates.
With rugged, durable Getac devices,
your customers achieve the desired
results in terms of manufacturing optimi
sation, diagnostic accuracy, service
efficiency and customer satisfaction.

T800
+	Tablet PC with an Intel
atom-core processor for
maximum performance

IP
65

MIL-STD

810H

+	Perfect single-hand
use, weighing only
880 g and with 24 mm
thickness

+	Ultra-robust, compact
Android tablet
+	Capacitive 7" touchscreen, also operable
with gloves
+	Comprehensive range
of accessories for
individual expansion

+	Fully protected tablet
for office and field
applications

UX10

11.6"

IP
66

MIL-STD

810H

+	11.6" multi-touch display
with 1,000 nits – legible
even in bright light

K120

7"

IP
67

MIL-STD

810H

+	Extremely robust tablet
PC, developed for the
requirements of different
extreme environments
+	Multi-mode: with accessories also usable as a
fully-fledged notebook
+	11th generation Intel
Core i5/i7 processors,
Thunderbolt 4 technology

+	Rugged tablet with a
10.1" full HD LumiBond
touchscreen with
1,000 nits

S410

10.1"

IP
65

MIL-STD

810H

+	Windows 10 Pro
operating system
+	10th generation Intel
Core i5/i7 processors

+	Quick performance,
thanks to 11th generation
Core i5 or i7 processors

+	Image capture with
HD webcam and 8 MP
camera

ZX70
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F110

8.1"

B360

12.5"

IP
66

MIL-STD

810H

+	High-end outdoor
laptop in a highly robust
magnesium housing
+	Powerful Intel i5 or
i7 processor, up to
32 GB RAM
+	Bright 13.3" display;
touchscreen and highbright display optional

MIL-STD

810H

A140

14"

IP
53

MIL-STD

810H

+	Fully robust tablet PC
for field service, industry
and logistics

+	Latest Intel Core i3, i5
and i7 processors for
top performance

+	Battery replacement
during operation,
thanks to LifeSupport

+	Numerous options such
as GPS, 4G, touch
display, second battery,
etc.

+	Communication via
Intel Wi-Fi 6 and
Bluetooth 5.2

X500

13.3"

IP
66

+	Semi-rugged notebook
for indoors and
outdoors

+	Fully-rugged notebook
with military certifications for the highest
demands
+	Extremely fast and
powerful, thanks to i5 or
i7 processor with up to
2.9 GHz
+	Large 15.6" full HD
display for perfect
presentation

V110

15.6"

IP
65
MIL-STD

810H

+	Slim, lightweight fully
rugged convertible PC
+	11.6" HD touch display
and backlit keyboard
for any environment

14"

IP
65

MIL-STD

810H

11.6"

IP
65

MIL-STD

810H

+	Nearly unlimited
operation time, thanks
to independently
replaceable batteries
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With the efficient inkjet printers from
Epson, your industrial customers print
colour and black-and-white labels and
tickets on-demand in flexible formats.
Proven Epson printing technologies and
pigment inks ensure high-quality, fastdrying print results with exceptionally
high UV, water and chemical resistance!

COLORWORKS C3500

COLORWORKS C7500

APPLICATIONS

+	Inkjet printer for on-demand
colour labels

+	Industrial colour label printer
with inkjet technology

+	Shelf labels

+	Fast drying, smear- and
waterproof print results
+	Four separate colour
cartridges and display

103
mm/s

112
mm

+	High print resolution with colour
profiling, also of company logos
+	Optionally available with a
peeler or cutter
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300
mm/s

112
mm

119.5
mm/s

241
mm

+	GHS labels, i.e. when transferring
chemicals into smaller containers
+	Meets GHS standards
+	Clearer operating instructions

+	Cost-effective, thanks to four
separate ink cartridges

COLORWORKS
C6000 / C6500 SERIES
+	Prints labels up to 21 cm wide
in any shape

+	Extremely fast print speed
of up to 300 mm/sec.
at 600 x 1,200 dpi

+	Labelling of important information

COLORWORKS C831

CONSUMABLES

+	Fast industrial colour label
printer for media up to A4 size

+	Top print results, thanks to Epson
DURABrite Ultra pigment ink and
Micro Piezo technology

+	Extremely reliable in long-term
and continuous operation
+	High print quality with
56 dots/mm (1,440 dpi)

92

mm/s
241
mm

+	Numerous media for various
applications (matte, glossy and
PE, i.e. for GHS applications)
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Known for reliable and convincing pro
ducts, Citizen has been manufacturing
printers for POS and barcode applications for many years. Clever features and
long durability guarantee professional
results in the POS and industrial sectors.

Datamax

Datamax

Datamax

Datamax

ZPL

ZPL

ZPL

ZPL

CL-E300 SERIES

Direct

+ Unique, contemporary design
+ Small footprint, ideal for
logistics and warehouse
environments

200
mm/s

+ On-board LAN, USB and
serial or optional Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi

CL-S700II/703II
+ High-speed industrial
printing
+ Capacity for ribbons
up to 450 metres
+ Optional rewinder
(CL-S700RII) and peeler
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Thermal

125 mm
118
mm

CL-S521II

Direct

+ Industrial desktop label printer

Thermal

+ H
 andles a range of media
types, including specialised
labels and wristbands

150
mm/s

+ P
 owerful on-board 32 bit
processor for fast output

125 mm
118
mm

Datamax

Datamax

ZPL

ZPL

Thermal

Transfer

254
mm/s

200 mm
118
mm

CL-E720 SERIES
+ C
 ost-effective desktop
printing
+ L
 inkServer management
tool
+ S
 uper-low standby
power consumption

Thermal

Transfer

200
mm/s

200 mm
118
mm

CL-S621II/631II
+ Innovative ARCP anti-
wrinkle and automatic
tensioning system
+ O
 ption to print in both
direct thermal and thermal
transfer modes
+ Internal power supply,
easy media loading

PMU2200II / 2300II

Thermal

Transfer

100
mm/s

+ Automatic cross emulation
+ Advanced HiLift mechanism

Thermal

Transfer

150
mm/s

+ T
 ough plastic housing,
all-metal print head

178
mm

125 mm
118
mm

127 mm

Direct

+ C
 ompact, vandal-proof
thermal printer

Thermal

+ C
 hoice of 2- or 3-inch 
paper widths

mm/s

+ O
 ptional PHU-500 paper
holder unit

CL-S6621

150

102 mm

CONSUMABLES
+ S
 pecially optimised ribbons for Citizen
label printers
+ N
 umerous sizes available for optimal
compatibility
+ Materials: wax, resin/wax and resin

80
mm
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The printer specialist TSC stands for
robust label printers with an attractive
price-performance ratio. The broad portfolio offers the right device for a wide
variety of requirements, ranging from
compact mobile printers to industrial
label printers for long-term operation.

TDM-30
+	Mobile receipt printer for
1D and 2D barcodes

TSPL-EZD

TSPL-EZD

ESC-POS

ESC-POS

CPCL

CPCL

Direct

Thermal

+	Lightweight: only
380 grams (with battery)

102
mm/s

40 mm
70
mm

+	16 MB flash memory,
32 MB SDRAM

TDM-20
+	Mobile barcode label
printer with high
connectivity

Direct

Thermal

102
mm/s

40 mm

+	Powerful 1,130 mAh
battery, battery
management system

58
mm

TSPL-EZ

CPCL

ALPHA-40L
+	Mobile direct thermal
printer for labels up to
112 m wide
+	More power, thanks to
a 6,200 mAh lithium-ion
battery
+	Max. print speed:
127 mm/sec. at 203 dpi
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Direct

Thermal

127
mm/s

67 mm
112
mm

TC SERIES
+	Compact desktop label
printers with robust
housing
+	TSPL-EZ firmware for all
common programming
languages
+	Simple changing of
consumables, thanks to
high-quality clamshell
design

Thermal

Transfer

152
mm/s

127 mm
112
mm

TTP-225 SERIES
+	Space-saving thermal
transfer printer for
desktop use

+	Thermal transfer/direct
thermal label printers for
continuous operation
+	Ideal for wide labels
up to 172 mm
+	Consistently high print
quality, thanks to
Thermal Smart Control
print technology

127
mm/s

127 mm

+	Prints labels and
wristbands for product
marking and events

TSPL-EZ

TTP-2610MT SERIES

Thermal

Transfer

60
mm

Thermal

Transfer

305
mm/s

172
mm

208 mm

TSPL-EZ

TX200 SERIES
+	High-performance
thermal label printers for
every area of application

+	Industrial thermal
transfer printers for
high-quality label
printing
+	Different variants:
Standard (MH241),
Advanced (MH241T),
Premium (MH241P)
+	Max. print speed:
356 mm/sec. at 203 dpi

203
mm/s

127 mm

+	Fast printing: up to
203 mm/sec.

112
mm

Thermal

Transfer

356
mm/s

203 mm
104
mm

TSPL-EZ

TTP-247 SERIES

TTP-286MT SERIES
+	Thermal transfer/direct
thermal printers for
industrial applications
+	Precise printing of
very wide media up
to 241 mm
+	Few interruptions,
thanks to
600 m ribbons

Thermal

+	Thermal transfer label printers
for 112 mm wide media
+	User-friendly clamshell design
for simple handling
+	USB, parallel and serial onboard, Ethernet optional

Transfer

178
mm/s

112
mm

127 mm

TSPL-EZ

TSPL-EZ

TSPL-EZ

MH241 SERIES

Thermal

Transfer

+	Optionally available with
a 3.5" colour display
for simple stand-alone
operation

+	Optional LCD display for
status reports

+	Integrated self-diagnostic
tool TPH Care

TSPL-EZ

TSPL-EZ

Thermal

Transfer

152
mm/s

208 mm
241
mm

MX241P SERIES
+	High-speed industrial
label printers with an
LCD touch display
+	Max. print speed:
457 mm/sec. at 203 dpi
(MX241P)

Thermal

Transfer

457
mm/s

203 mm
114
mm

+	High-precision label detection, also for miniature
labels up to 5 mm high
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For more than 25 years, the term TOUGHBOOK
has been a protected brand name for the product line of robust computers from Panasonic
Corporation – and thus for particularly robust
notebooks, 2-in-1 devices, tablets and handhelds that prove their true strength in challenging situations and under adverse IT conditions
worldwide. Thanks to their modular design,
TOUGHBOOK devices are configurable according to the requirements. Various carrying options
and vehicle installations are also available, as
well as comprehensive service with a three-year
standard warranty. In the event of a repair,
customers will receive their devices back w
 ithin
96 hours.

TOUGHBOOK S1
+ R
 obust 7" tablet for
more mobility
+ Qualcomm 660
octa-core processor,
4 GB RAM, 64 GB
memory

+ 2-in-1 convertible
notebook
+ A
 nti-glare 10.1" LCD
colour display
+ P
 owerful 2,600 mAh
lithium-ion battery
(hot-swap)
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IP
67

MIL-STD

810H

TOUGHBOOK 33

TOUGHBOOK A3

+ W
 indows 2-in-1 convertible notebook with a
12" LCD colour display

+	Android tablet with a
10.1" WUXGA display

IP
65

MIL-STD

810G

+ 2 hot-swappable
battery variants

+ 5,580 mAh warm-swap
battery

TOUGHBOOK 20

22

7"

10.1"

IP
65

MIL-STD

810G

+ W
 LAN, LTE (optional),
Bluetooth 5.0, NFC
and GPS (optional)

+ Intel Core i5 processor,
8 GB RAM, 256 GB
SSD

+ Qualcomm SDM660
octa-core processor,
4 GB RAM, 64 GB
memory

TOUGHBOOK 55

TOUGHBOOK G1

+ Versatilely configurable
notebook

+ Compact 10"
TOUGHBOOK 
for outdoor use

+ 1
 4" HD screen
(optional: outdoor,
full HD, touch)
+ Intel Core i5 processor,
8 GB RAM, 256 GB
SSD

IP
53

MIL-STD

810H

+ P
 owerful 4,200 mAh
lithium-ion battery
+ L
 arge variety of
interfaces

TOUGHBOOK L1

10.1"

IP
65

MIL-STD

810G

+	Capacitive 7" HD
display (anti-glare, with
rain and glove modes)

TOUGHBOOK N1

7"

IP
67

MIL-STD

810G

+ B
 luetooth, WLAN, NFC
and GPS (optional LTE,
HSPA+, UMTS, EDGE,
GPRS and GSM)

TOUGHBOOK M1

IP
65

MIL-STD

810G

+ V
 ersatile tablet with
a 7" outdoor display
+ W
 eighs just 540 g, large
variety of interfaces
+ W
 indows 10 Pro
operating system

4.7"

IP
68

MIL-STD

810G

+ Integrated 1D/2D
barcode scanner
+ Qualcomm SDM660-2
octa-core processor,
3 GB RAM, 32 GB SSD

+ Hot-swappable 3,200
mAh battery, 1D/2D
barcode scanner
(optional)

10.1"

+ A
 ndroid handheld with
a 4.7" HD touch display
(500 nits)

TOUGHBOOK T1

7"

IP
65

MIL-STD

810G

+ C
 apacitive 5" HD
display (anti-glare, with
rain and glove modes)

5"

IP
68

MIL-STD

810G

+ Android operating
system, 1D/2D barcode
scanner
+ B
 luetooth, WLAN, NFC,
LTE, HSPA+, UMTS,
EDGE, GPRS, GSM
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+43 1 4852605-20
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+49 6081 600-200

80 884964

+43 1 4852605-20

0800 8766807

+46 8 52500999
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0800 52758324

800 789251

+43 1 4852605-20

0800 20999

+356 2132 0945
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+49 6081 600-200

+43 1 4852605-20

800 52758324

800 035702476
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